What’s happening in Kindy?

As we move closer to Easter, our focus over the next two weeks will be on new life. This week we will be reading the text ‘Everybody Loves Butterflies’, a beautiful story about the cycle of life and loving who we are. This is a great opportunity for you to discuss with your child what makes them special.

We will continue to look at the sounds and letters that make up our names, as well as listening to the sounds at the beginning of words. You can help at home by emphasising the sound at the beginning of words, for example ‘Can you please put away your b-b-book’ and playing guessing games such as eye spy using letter sounds as clues.

A lot of learning has taken place in our outdoor area with the introduction of our Car Wash. The students had so much fun last week designing the layout, learning about money to decide on prices, constructing signs, washing the cars, taking turns and negotiating roles. It was amazing to see the oral language and incidental learning that occurred.

Creating invitations and inviting our friends to a butterfly party.

Important Information

Teacher - Parent Interviews for Kindy will take place in weeks 8-10.

The Kindy and Year 3 Holy Week liturgy will take place on Thursday 24th March at 9am. We will open the doors early on this day to ensure the students are ready.

Busy at the car wash!